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The external situation of China's commercial banks has been changing 
dramatically in recent years. With the forward process of interest rate liberalization, 
the profit space of commercial banks from interest rate gap continues to narrow; And 
with the improvement of the domestic financial market, large enterprises 
accelerating to get rid of financial intermediation, commercial banks receive from 
large enterprises lending margins have been getting lower and lower. Meanwhile the 
capital adequacy regulation from Basel II agreement also does not permit the growth 
of total profits from unlimited expansion of the scale. So small businesses that 
occupy more than 80% of customers, could bring more profit for banks and save 
more economic capital, become the competition focus in commercial banks. 
By the review and analysis to the literature of commercial bank 's 
competitiveness, brand theory and related applications, and the internal management 
of commercial banks, and based on the macroeconomic situation analysis and the 
characteristic of itself, we consider that if China Merchants Bank wish to win from 
the small business operation competitions, it has to  choose a small enterprise 
business brand strategy and effective implementation. For this purpose, we build a 
small enterprise business brand building model to commercial bank, which called 
BOC model. And then using this model to analyze the small enterprise business 
brand building practice of China Merchants Bank, while reveal the inadequacies of 
current configuration of various elements and make preliminary recommendations. 
In order to test the BOC model and take full advantage of a better theory to 
guide practice , basing on the economic environment analysis of Xiamen and internal 
resources of Xiamen Branch of China Merchants Bank, this paper build a SWOT 
matrix. And then according to it analysis result, we use BOC model to specific 
application in the small enterprise business brand building of Xiamen Branch of 
China Merchants Bank, decide the building theme, comb the internal strategies such 
as organizational structure, process design, evaluation incentive and manpower 














and brand promotion, to achieve a more precision marketing and intensive  
development, and form a virtuous circle.  
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第一章  问题的提出 





















第二节  研究意义 
首先，小企业是推动经济发展、缓解就业压力、保持社会稳定的主要力量①。
                                                             










































                                                             





































第二章  理论基础 
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